**Find a company report**

1. Click on **U.S. Businesses** (middle of the screen)
2. Type the company name in the search box. Use the **City** and **State** boxes to narrow your results.
3. Click **View Results**
4. Find the relevant company in the result list and click on its title
5. The next screen shows a detailed company profile including the **NAICS** and **SIC** codes.

**Find competitors within a specified radius**

1. Make note of the relevant **NAICs** or **SIC**
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2. Go to **Radius Search** (near the top of the detailed profile), enter a radius, and then click on **Advanced Radius Search**

   ![Radius Search](image)
3. Look under **Business Type** (far left) and select **Keyword/SIC/NAICS**

![Screenshot of Quick Search with Business Type selected](image)

4. Look under the blue bar labeled **Keyword/SIC/NAICS** and select either **Search All SICs**, **Search Primary SIC Only**, **Search All NAICS**, or **Search Primary NACIS Only** (depending on the code you made note of in step #1)
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5. Scroll down to the **Enter codes** boxes and type the primary code. Do NOT include any hyphens. *Example: Enter 581219 NOT 5812-19*
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6. Scroll back up and click on the green **View Results** icon on the right

7. The next screen displays a list of competitors